About the Series
The Institute has been organizing annually 40 to 45 training courses which are attended
jointly by officers from Police, Prosecution, Judiciary, Correctional Administration etc.
These Courses provide to participants an opportunity to exchange their ideas and the
best practices of different States. This platform is unique because at their work-places
these officers function in water-tight compartments to retain their independence. Even
if they meet in a training course organized at the State level the group lacks inter-State
perspective.
It is observed that during reflective ambience of training at the NICFS, creative minds
unfold. The participants introspect and come out with brilliant ideas that can enhance
collective performance of the System. Such ideas need to be formalized for any systemic
improvement. It has been decided to capture and document suggestions emanating in
some of these training Courses in Occasional Papers Series for dissemination among
various stake holders. We have focused initially on suggestions which are cost effective
and can be implemented at ground level without any legislative change.
We launch the Series with current monograph on Expediting Criminal Trial.

(Kamlendra Prasad)
Director
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INTRODUCTION
Speedy and fair trial is right of every individual. Criminal trial gets unduly prolonged
and Justice is delayed. The problem is confounded by backlog of trials that are yet
to conclude. There are numerous reasons for this. Complexity of systems and
obsolescence of business processes do contribute to the delay.
For the victim of crime his quest for justice starts when he approaches the Police
for investigation. It is seen that many steps of the investigative process have a bearing
on trial. Recognising this interdependence we decided to include these steps in our
deliberations. The ideas and suggestions emanating from participants of two Seminars
on “Delay in Criminal Trial” organized by the Institute (1-2 December, 2010 and 18-19
May 2011) have been consolidated in this monograph. We hope that stakeholders will
find some of these suggestions good for implementation themselves. A list of Seminar
participants and Resource Persons is given at the end. The Institute is grateful to each
of them whose creativity is enabling this publication.
The monograph does not contain views of the Institute or of the Central Government.
I would like to place on record my appreciation for Ms Minakshi Sinha, Reader who
conducted the two Seminars and Mrs. Alka Ghosh for secretarial assistance.

(Kamlendra Prasad)
Director
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Pre - Charge Stage

1

Often there is delay in setting criminal justice system into motion which starts
with registration of FIR. Many are not aware of legal remedy available when
Police Station refuses to lodge FIR. In such cases they can send the complaint
by post to the Superintendent of Police (Section 154(3) Cr PC) and/or file a
complaint before Chief Judicial Magistrate (Section 156 Cr PC). These rights
in vernacular language should be prominently displayed on a hoarding outside
every Police Station.

2

A list of complaints received where FIR is not registered should be compiled
every quarter and published on the website of the District Police to enable the
aggrieved persons to take further action.

3

Lack of specialisation among Investigating Officers as well as their distraction
into non-investigating tasks like, law and order duty, VIP duty etc. prolongs
Investigative process. A specialized IO can perform the task in lesser time. Since
criminal cases vary widely and different crimes require different skills, there is
need to develop specialization among IOs for a particular type of crime.

4

The Investigation process is delayed as IOs do not find time to write case diaries.
The statement of witnesses can be recorded on Dictaphones (which are cheap
now) or high quality cell phones and later transcribed by transcribers. This will
reduce delay.

6

5

Some investigations are delayed because of delay in receipt of expert opinion
from Forensic Science Laboratories. Hence,
• the facility of Laboratories may be expanded.
• time limits should be set for giving expert opinion.
• a case exhibits should not be mechanically sent to FSL but only after a 		
conscious decision.

6

Investigation often gets delayed because of change of IOs. The documentation
done by outgoing IO is not self-explanatory and the new IO has to waste
considerable time in trying to comprehend and decide from where to pick up
the thread. A detailed SOP on investigation is required.

7

The existing Police Forms need to be amended to provide for taking Cell number/
email ID etc. of witnesses. This will enable faster and effective communication in
future and easier monitoring of his whereabouts.

8

The list of witnesses furnished in Police Report u/s 173 Cr PC is often long.
On the same fact several witnesses are cited when the fact can be proved by
only one or two witnesses. The precaution of multiple witness on the same
point is taken to pre-empt situation of hostile witnesses or non-appearance
of witnesses. Such indiscriminate long list of witnesses delays trial. The list of
witnesses being filed should be discussed by IO with supervisory officer.

7

9

Generally the list of witnesses filed by IO does not indicate the fact a particular
witness will prove. (Such chart is made in case of Departmental Proceedings)
The IO should provide a list of witnesses in a tabular form indicating fact to be
proved by each witness. Also the witness should be categorized as ‘primary’
or ‘secondary’ witness in reference to the fact to be proved. If such chart is
available secondary witnesses can be easily dropped at trial stage once the fact
has been proved and mechanical issue of summons will be stopped.

10

The investigation report of Police filed under section 173 Cr PC is often without
consultation with legal expert. The cases referred back by the Prosecution
Department for clarification/further investigation do not prominently figure
in the list of pending investigations and remain neglected due to inadequate
monitoring. The best course is to minimize this list. Few States have provided
for facility of Legal opinion during investigation stage either by appointment of a
Law Officer or through hiring of Lawyer on fee basis. This needs to be provided
in all the States.

11

There is no time limit prescribed for investigation. However, there is a time limit
for trial Court to take cognizance (u/s 468 Cr PC). It would be useful if time
limits for different types of crimes is fixed by DG Police and list of investigation
not complete within prescribed time limit is put on website so that victim can
seek alternative remedy.
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Trial Stage
1

The nature of crimes coming up for trial varies widely. Judges take time to
understand a case. There is a need to encourage specialization among Judges
for trial of different types of crimes. With specialized Judges, appreciation of
evidence and examination/cross examination will be faster.

2

The Code of Criminal Procedure has been amended to allow Plea Bargaining
(Section 265-A to 265-L Cr PC). This needs encouragement to reduce work
load in criminal trial. To this end the accused need to be explained about the
advantage of plea bargaining (probation, mediation, conciliation, compensation)
by a designated Judicial Officer.

3

Framing of charge is held up due to non supply of copies of relied upon
documents/statements to the accused. The work of photocopy of statements and
documents is a laborious task performed usually under the aegis of Prosecution
Department. Considerable time is taken in identifying papers. Since this is done
at taxpayers cost, there is a need to prescribe that Investigating Agency will itself,
along with its report u/s 173, furnish for each accused copies of statements
relevant for that accused as well as other relied upon documents. If this is
done, framing of charge in most of the cases will get preponed by 3-6 months.
(Incidentally, this practice is being followed in CBI.)

4

Witnesses are routinely called to prove a document even when the genuineness
of documents is not in dispute. Prosecution should request Court for such
documents to be taken as read in the Court (Section 294(3) Cr PC).

9

5

Often the creator of a document is summoned in the court to prove his own
signature whereas this can be proved by persons familiar with his signature.
This results in delay as such persons are busy. The original signatory need to be
called only when the document cannot be proved otherwise.

6

The management of Court Diary by Trial Court needs to be improved. The
witnesses who come on a particular date must be examined on the same date
even if Court has to sit after 4 pm.

7

Many Courts take up trial of a case at interval of 1-3 months. Some witnesses
seek exemption as the date fixed for their examination is inconvenient to them.
Their next opportunity comes after 1-3 months. This can be preempted if
Judges allot 3-4 consecutive dates to the same case.

8

Some defence lawyers seek adjournments on the ground that they have another
matter listed in a different Court. This should not be accepted as a ground for
adjournment because no trial should be deemed to be inferior to another trial/
dispute irrespective of the hierarchy of forum where the other case is being
dealt with.

9

At several places Trial Courts find it difficult to refuse adjournments due to
belligerency among lawyers. A policy on adjournments is needed. The maximum
number of adjournments to be allowed to prosecution/defence side could be
fixed by trial court in advance so that the parties know their facilities and
limitations.

10

Some accused persons absent themselves resulting in delay in recording of
prosecution evidences due to non examination of witnesses on the prescribed
dates. Section 317(1) Cr PC can be invoked in such cases and trial continued in
the absence of such accused, if prayer to this effect is made by Prosecution.
10

11

Often no trial is held due to non-production of Prisoners. The facility of
video conferencing needs to be provided to overcome this problem. With
advancement of Science, the technology is cost effective.

12

In many places, Courts do not have adequate Malkhana for keeping case
properties and property remains with Police Station several kilometers away.
No trial is held if property is not produced. There is need to construct adequate
Malkhana in each trial court or to outsource safe custody of case property to
State Warehousing Corporation or nationalized Banks wherever located in the
same city.

13

Criminal trial is held up when judicial officer proceeds on leave and witnesses
are sent back without deposing in the court of law. Leave court should be set
up so that recording of witness’ statement may not stop if a judge goes on leave.

14

Once the evidence is closed Defence and Prosecution often enter into lengthy
arguments. There is a provision under Section 314(1) Cr PC that before closing
evidence, parties to the case may address concise oral arguments and submit
a written memorandum to the Court. This practice is not strictly followed.
Prosecution should pray Court to implement this provision.

15

There is also need to prescribe time limit to conclude trial of a case and to
fix accountability of Judges who are generous in according adjournments. As
various cases are of different complexity the performance of Judges completing
complicated trials in reasonable time need to be recognized.
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List of Seminar Participants
Shri Sunil Bharadwaj,
Addl. SP, Gadhinglaj,
Kolhapur.
Shri Ratan Srivastava,
APO, Lucknow.
Smt. Shashi Srivastava,
Dy. Director, SJTI,
Lucknow.
Smt. S.P. Dwivedi,
DIGP (Crime), PHQ Sec.- 9,
Chandigarh.
Shri Shiv Prasad Karsayal,
Welfare Officer, Central Jail,
Jagdalpur.
Shri N.P. Chaudhary,
3rd Addl. Sr. Civil Judge & ACJM,
Mahesana.
Shri Keshar Singh Chauhan,
Prosecution Officer,
Distt. Udham Singh Nagar.
Shri Ajay Sadhani,
Sr. D SC,RPF,
North Western Railway, Jaipur.
Shri Laxman Pavaiya,
Addl. Distt. Judge,
Bhind.
Shri P.R. Mathur,
I G P, Shahdol.
Shri Jnanchandra Bhardwaj,
APO, Office of Distt. Prosecution
Jamui.
Smt.Vijaya D. Pol,
Ad-hoc District Judge-1 & A S J
(FTC-1), Margao, South Goa.
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Dr. M.Varaprasad,
Dy. Supdt. Central Prison,
Rajahmundry.
Shri Dukhan Rabidas,
Distt. Prosecution Officer, Gaya.
Shri Ajay Kumar Tomar,
IGP, ATS,
Ahmedabad.
Shri N. S. Amonkar,
Ad-Hoc Distt. Judge-1 & ASJ ( FTC),
Mapusa.
Shri S. L. Sharma,
Director, HPJA, Boileauganj,
Shimla.
Shri Anil Kumar Rao,
Jt. C.P.
Faridabad.
Shri Raj Kumar,
DCP (HQ),
Faridabad.
Shri Dinesh Kumar Singh,
Addl. Distt. Judge,
Lohardaga.
Shri Sikander Kumar,
Dy. Supdt. Distt. Jail,
Udhampur.
Shri S.K. Gaur,
Distt. Public Prosecution Officer,
Indore.
Mohd.Yusuf Mansuri,
XIIth Addl. Distt. Judge, Bhopal.
Mohd. Jackiruddin,
Dy SP,
Central Jail Sajiwa.

Shri Tapan Baruah,
Distt. Social Welfare Officer,
Tinsukia.
Shri Dhruv Gupta,
SP, Distt. Mahasamund.
Ms. Parveen Bali,
ADS&J,
Sri Muktsar Sahib.
Shri B. Saidaiah,
Supdt. Central Prison,
Warangal.
Shri K.S. Chandel,
Distt. & Sessions Judge, Solan,
Distt. Solan.
Shri Ram Kumar Verma,
SP (CID) Port Blair.
Shri S.C. Jain,
Distt. Prosecution Officer,
Vidisha.
Shri K. Doddakamaiah,
Asstt. Supdt. Office of DIG Prisons,
Bangalore.
Shri Suranjan Kundu,
AD & SJ-11th Court, Alipore,
South 24 Parganas, Kolkata.
Shri Kapil Munda,
Public Prosecutor, CBI, ACB,
Dhanbad, Jharkhand.

Shri Sulav Charan Jena,
Supdt. Probation Hostel,
Angul.
Shri Shamsher Singh Bopa Rai,
SP, Mini Secretariat, Patiala.
Shri J.S. Bhinder,
Addl. Distt. & Sessions Judge,
Distt. Court, Ferozepur.
Shri Shashi Kant Sharma,
ADJ ( FT-1),
Bikaner.
Shri Krishnendu Chakraverty,
Dy. Commandant TSR. Ist Bn.
Gokulnagar.
Smt. A. Radhika,
SP, CCIW-CID (EOW)
Anna Nagar, Chennai.
Shri Alok Kumar Shukla,
APO, Office of SPO,
Unnao.
Shri M. Sundar,
Asstt. Supdt. Distt. H. Q. Sub Jail,
Mandya.
Uz. Mahmood Saleem,
Asstt. Public Prosecutor,
Prosecutor General’s Office, Male
(Maldives).
Uza. Zimna Abdul Muhsin,
Asstt. Public Prosecutor,
Prosecutor General’s Office,
Male (Maldives).

Shri Datir B.R.
Distt. Judge-2 & ASJ, Distt. Court,
Beed.
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List of Resource Persons
Dr. A.C. Singh,
Dy. Legal Adviser,
Dte. of Enforcement, Delhi.
Dr. Anju Tikku,
Professor,
National Law University,
Delhi.
Shri Ashok Arora,
Advocate,
Supreme Court of India.
Shri D. Bagchi,
Former IGP,
Delhi Vidut Board.
Prof. J.L. Kaul, Professor,
Faculty of Law,
University of Delhi.
Shri J.P.S. Sirohi,
Former Professor,
University of Delhi.
Dr. M. Afzalwani,
Professor,
School of Law and Legal Studies,
GGSIP University, Delhi.
Dr. Manju Arora,
Lecturer, Faculty of Law,
University of Delhi.
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Dr. Justice Manju Goel
Former Judge,
Delhi High Court
Prof. M.Z. Khan,
Former Prof.,
Jamia Millia Islamia,
Delhi.
Mr. Justice R.C. Chopra
Former Judge,
Delhi. High Court
Mr. Justice R.P. Gupta
Former Judge,
Delhi High Court
Shri S.K. Sharma,
Adjudicating Authority,
Under Prevention of Money Laundering Act, Delhi.
Mr. Justice S.N. Dhingra
Former Judge,
Delhi High Court
Dr.Ved Kumari,
Chairperson,
Delhi Judicial Academy,
Shri V.N. Sehgal,
Former Director,
CFSL/CBI, Delhi.
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This publication is also available in electronic from on the NICFS website: www.nicfs.nic.in
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